City of Berkeley Division of Environmental Health

Facility Name: SKATES ON THE BAY
Site Address: 100 SEAWALL DR
Facility Phone: 
Type of Facility: 1646 - RESTAURANT W/OVER 7500 SQ FT
Owner: RESTAURANT UNLIMITED
Owner Address: 100 SEAWALL DR
Owner Phone: (206)634-0550
Facility ID: Inspector EE0000022 - Harvey Johnson
Record ID: PR0000820
License/Permit Number: DA2SWVK27
Purpose of Inspection: 003 - FOLLOW-UP INSPECTION
Result: 00 - NOT APPLICABLE
Re-Inspection Date: Not Specified
Total Inspection Time: 60 min.

Inspection Violations
No violations cited.

Overall Inspection Comments
re-inspection to evaluate violations from inspection done on 6/17/22; TSA for hot water appears to be working and refrigeration on front line was fixed, food temperatures are at 38-42 degrees F; hot water is still a major problem and dishwasher installation was delayed due to plumber being sick; re-inspection to occur on or after 6/24/22 to see if facility will be able to manager through the weekend
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